Nanoparticle agglutination: acceleration of aggregation rates and broadening of the analyte concentration range using mixtures of various-sized nanoparticles.
SiO(2) particles of various sizes were prepared and surface modified with biotin-chain-end-functionalized poly(ethylene glycol). Dispersions of these particles were prepared, and their aggregation was induced upon the addition of avidin. The aggregate size and growth rate were monitored by DLS analysis, and SEM and TEM images of freeze-dried samples of the aggregate solutions were used to confirm the DLS data and to image the aggregate size and dimension. A linear correspondence between apparent diameter and time was observed, and both the 20 and 300 nm particles aggregated at slower rates than for the 40 nm particles. These observations were attributed to differences in the average functionality of the systems and the different initial concentrations of particles and avidin. The observed aggregation rates of binary combinations of the three particle sizes (i.e., 20 + 40 nm or 40 + 300 nm) were faster than those of the single-sized mixtures. These results were attributed to the faster flux of smaller particles toward larger particles in the mixture solutions as well as to the potentially larger number of productive collisions possible between mixtures of small particles and large particles versus only similarly sized particles. Combinations of the three sizes of particles were studied to find an empirical optimum formulation for generating large aggregates on a short time scale and over a wide range of analyte concentrations.